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Thank you, Chairman and Committee members, for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Missy 

Leavitt, and I am here today to represent myself personally and the many Kansas Citizens who feel the 

same despite not having an “official” group to site as representation for their cause. 

 I am submitting this testimony as I have worked all through the night trying to stuff my thoughts into a 

quick few pages. I apologize in advance if I end up getting cut off as I have a lot to say, but couldn’t even 

make it past section 3 before I decided I adamantly oppose this bill.  Unfortunately, I am also aware that 

we will not have time for me to speak to everything this bill is written to say. 

I stand in grave opposition to this bill and believe 100% that it should die right here in this committee. 

Quite frankly it reminds me of our late U.S. congress packing 1,000’s of pages of stuff as an all-

encompassing bill with some very concerning and unnecessary junk. 

Additionally, I have very valid distain for the current administration within the Secretary of State’s Office.  

His office has recently denied suggested directives provided by our legislative audit  department’s 

research on elections, he has removed documents from public access, after judgements in court to 

provide them, made slide shows for training, for all county clerks, LARGELY containing politically 

motivated Hit-Jobs on so-called ‘election deniers’, which happen to be the 40% + of Kansas citizens who 

voted for Mike Brown in the primary. – Take from that what you will, but I certainly know where I stand 

on that.  But giving this current administration the opportunity to persuade the legislature to pass this 

bill is something I simply will not stand by and watch. 

I have attached copies of the training slides provided to me be by the SOS office, in case anyone is 

interested in how our tax dollars are spent to provide your local election officials with a fresh dose of 

political indoctrination. 

This bill is too large and should likely just be rejected by the committee full stop today.  I find it abusive 

to the law-making process to have a cram session bill like this.  YES, we need some major clean-up on our 

election laws, but quite frankly this bill pretty much misses the mark in case anyone plans to use it as a 

campaign, “I VOTED FOR THAT” or “WE PROPOSED THAT” talking point opportunity in the future while 

pandering for donations and votes.   

When you think of changing over 60 statutory factions of election law, is this going to be what you 

picture as the “CLEAN-UP” bill? I would certainly hope not, since I’m quite sure nobody showed up to ask 

the SOS at a town hall meeting to put this nonsense on their list of concerns.  I’m quite sure constituents 



do not have these things at the top their election integrity list, but since Scott Schwab barely 

campaigned, I understand how he missed the mark so badly with this bill.  

 

 

 I’m going to spend a moment outlining a bit for you all what are some priorities for citizens like me who 

have spent countless hours researching and trying to gather elections data, or possible recourse since 

there is no oversight for the Secretary of State’s office. 

Section 1(a):  

• Authority without oversight – who is checking?  

• No legal liability – statute allows him to pass the buck 

• No scope of defined duties – (VAGUE) certification procedures, technology education, duty to 

the people 

• THE LEGISLATURE HAS FULL LEGAL AUTHORITY – implementing election law, why allow 

secondary rules? 

Section 1(b): 

• ALL THE LIABILITY is on the county – seems contradictory, always the fall guy 

• VITAL STATUTE – less centralized government, but why does the SOS seem to have all the power? 

Section 2: 

• This section deserves its own committee hearing, as removal of ones right to provide a public 

service, should not be part of a “CLEAN-UP BILL”, the legislature should not just skip over this 

without scrutiny. 

Section 3: 

• WHERE’S YOUR EVIDENCE????  --- HIDE IT, NOT FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE, GOTO JAIL-DO NOT 

PASS GO! 

• ANALYSIS/PRIVACY/PROOF – OPEN RECORDS 

• SOS DOES NOT NEED MORE AUTHORITY – really written permission??? 

• COUNTY PROPERTY– COUNTY AUTHORITY, keep it that way! 

• CHEROKEE COUNTY – believe the media, it was only a glitch, RIGHT?  PROVE IT….. 

County election officials are often and most likely not technology educated or extensively knowledgeable 

about computer coding. The Secretary of State's office should not be granted the authority to force the 

county officials to seek written approval or permission to copy or allow inspection by a chosen entity or 

person to assist them in any way with their hard drive data. Transparency is the overwhelming catalyst as 

to why there is lack of trust in our election process. Public disclosure of hard drive data would not allow 

someone seeking its disclosure to determine how a voter voted. Most generally, computer data is 

displayed by numbers and computed in the same fashion. Without the opportunity to directly inspect an 

election computer hard drive, you are missing imperative data points that could ultimately prove or 

disprove matters of concern. Additionally, a voter’s identity never is displayed on his or her ballot after 



being placed into the electromechanical election machines and therefore should directly place hard-

drive data into the OPEN RECORDS category at minimum. Copying data will in no case directly affect an 

original file and additionally gives no validity to the purpose of this section other than to place the 

proverbial thumb of power down and instill fear into county election officials.  

What is clear is that the Secretary of State wants to keep his pass the buck, zero liability, zero oversight, 

limitless rule making, centralized authority, and continue hiding valuable data from the public. 

Our group of hundreds of very concerned citizens have stepped up and tried relentlessly through KORA 

requests, testimonies, and yes even court action, to find the answers to hundreds of questions. Is this 

Kansas’ definition of free and fair elections?  

I hardly find a bill like this productive, as I am sure we all can agree it is hardly fair to try and cram all the 

discussions regarding this many changes into a short 1-hour testimonial opportunity.  Members of our 

group have been speaking up about needed changes to our election statutes and seemingly cannot bend 

and ear to promote action even if it were a mere one sentence proposed change, like “all election 

related documents SHALL be OPEN RECORDS, except…personal and private identifying information, i.e., 

social security numbers, and driver’s license numbers”.  Yet here we are discussing this massive “Clean-

up” bill, courtesy of our Secretary of State who just doesn’t want the responsibility to even provide legal 

oversight as proven by him passing on his prosecutorial duties to the Attorney General. 

By now I'm sure I'm running low on time if not exceeded it by now. I will try to be very quick with the 

rest of my testimony. But again I will reiterate that such a massive cleanup bill deserves more testimonial 

time and committee conference then what will be allotted here today. As this is very difficult not just as a 

citizen providing testimony, but additionally for legislators who are burdened by the entire legislative 

process and every faction of our government daily.  

 It is impossible for legislators to know the direct outcome upon citizens from bills passed until they are 

passed. So this bill in its entirety is highly alarming to me should it hit the Senate floor, because I fear 

that it may have very critical and unintended consequences should it be passed. I would additionally like 

to implore the entire legislature to consider extensive review of the final result of the post audit 

committee election research. I have seen the results from the first half of the post audit and would like 

this committee in particular to be aware that the Secretary of State's office has directly refused any of 

the audit suggestions in order to increase security and transparency and trust. From a personal 

standpoint, the office of the Secretary of State in its current administration does not care and is not 

concerned with the opinions of that of even the top minds employed by our audit research department.  

I will conclude my testimony by saying we simply should not allow this bill to see the honorable Senate 

floor within the Kansas legislature. Quite frankly transparency is the issue on almost every level! I pray 

that our government we'll find it best to designate every faction of our election process as a completely 

open record, with exceptions to private information regarding those who cast a legal ballot. If we cannot 

see the data, analyze the data, nor verify proper procedures, then how in the world can you ever 

guarantee are constitutionally protected right to an honest election? Indeed, without transparency you 

have nothing, and quite frankly I find it a disservice of government to force citizens into a legal discovery 

process in order to verify such honesty! 

Thank you for your time and I will be happy to stand for any questions at the appropriate time. 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 


